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Mahsa Ghorbani, Hamid R. Rabiee, and Ali Khodadadi,
Abstract—Detecting community structures in social networks has gained considerable attention in recent years. However, lack of prior
knowledge about the number of communities, and their overlapping nature have made community detection a challenging problem.
Moreover, many of the existing methods only consider static networks, while most of real world networks are dynamic and evolve over
time. Hence, finding consistent overlapping communities in dynamic networks without any prior knowledge about the number of
communities is still an interesting open research problem. In this paper, we present an overlapping community detection method for
dynamic networks called Dynamic Bayesian Overlapping Community Detector (DBOCD). DBOCD assumes that in every snapshot of
network, overlapping parts of communities are dense areas and utilizes link communities instead of common node communities. Using
Recurrent Chinese Restaurant Process and community structure of the network in the last snapshot, DBOCD simultaneously extracts
the number of communities and soft community memberships of nodes while maintaining the consistency of communities over time. We
evaluated DBOCD on both synthetic and real dynamic datasets to assess its ability to find overlapping communities in different types of
network evolution. The results show that DBOCD outperforms the recent state of the art dynamic community detection methods.
Index Terms—Social networks, dynamic networks, overlapping community detection, Bayesian non-parametric models, recurrent
Chinese restaurant process.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
ONE of the most important research problems in net-work science is the identification of the community
structure of networks. In a network, a community is a group
of nodes with many intra-group connections and a few
ones toward outside [1]. Identifying communities has many
real world applications. Suggesting items in recommender
systems, detecting spy and terrorist groups, and predicting
future links between members of a social network are some
examples where community detection algorithms have been
utilized [2], [3].
The community detection problem has been investi-
gated comprehensively in the last decade using different
approaches and assumptions. Traditional methods assume
the number of communities is known a priori, and every
node belongs to exactly one community. However, in real
world a node can belong to many groups, simultaneously
[4], and often, we do not have any information about
the true number of communities. Furthermore, in many
community detection studies, the network is considered to
be static, which means the network is fixed and does not
change over time. However, in real world the networks and
communities change constantly over time, because members
and connections are added and removed from the network
[5]. Recently, community detection in dynamic networks has
gained some attention [6], [7], [8]. Preserving the consistency
of communities over time is the main challenge of these
methods and due to scalability issues and large number
of parameters, many of them concentrate on disjoint com-
munities. Hence, introducing a method to find overlapping
communities in dynamic networks without any knowledge
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about the number of communities with appropriate com-
plexity is an open research problem.
In this paper, we study the overlapping community de-
tection in dynamic networks without any prior knowledge
about the true number of communities. To make the model
simple to understand, we divide the proposed generative
model into two steps. In the first step, we describe a
generative model for a static network based on link com-
munities and in the second step, we extend the generative
model for dynamic networks. Afterwards, to infer the model
parameters and extract the community memberships of
nodes, we apply statistical inference methods on observed
snapshots of an evolving network. The proposed method is
called Dynamic Bayesian Overlapping Community Detector
(DBOCD). DBOCD is able to discover consistent overlap-
ping communities and their numbers simultaneously, in
polynomial time by using the Recurrent Chinese Restaurant
Process (RCRP) as a prior knowledge, and the adjacency
matrix as observations in every time snapshots of network.
The main contributions of the proposed work are:
• Estimating the number of communities automati-
cally in each time snapshot while preserving robust-
ness and attention to rich-get-richer phenomena in
networks.
• Decreasing time complexity by using link partition-
ing instead of the common node partitioning.
• Handling different types of community and network
evolution.
• Estimating the soft memberships of nodes in com-
munities (detecting overlapping communities).
• Providing a theoretical analysis of time complexity
of the proposed method.
Experimental results on synthetic and real datasets indicate
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the ability of the proposed method in capturing different
types of evolution compared to the recent methods.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The related
works are reviewed in Section 2. Section 3 provides the
preliminary concepts that are being used in the proposed
method. The proposed static method and its dynamic exten-
sion are explained in Section 4. The experimental results on
synthetic and real datasets are provided in Section 6. Finally,
conclusions and future works are discussed in Section 7.
2 RELATED WORKS
Communities and their identification in static networks
have been studied extensively in recent years. According
to [9], the previous studies can be divided into 4 categories.
(1) Optimization methods, which are based on maximizing
the definition of a good community structure in graphs [10],
[11], (2) Seed expansion methods, that select some nodes as
core of communities and expand them to cover the graph
[12], [13]. (3) Clique based methods, that define commu-
nities as complete or near complete subgraphs [14], [15].
(4) Probabilistic approaches, which propose a generative
model for network generation and fit parameters to find the
best structure of communities [16], [17].
In another view, community detection methods can be
divided into node based and edge based methods. In node
based methods, the community membership is assigned ex-
plicitly to nodes. However, in edge based methods, the links
between nodes belong to communities and the membership
of nodes are implicitly extracted from information about the
link communities [18], [19], [20].
Traditional studies concentrate on static networks, while
recent methods try to find and track the evolution of
communities in dynamic networks. These studies usually
consider the dynamic network as a set of network snapshots
in discrete times and try to find and track the communities
using these snapshots of network. The main concern of
these works is to find consistent communities over time
using some constraints on changing the community mem-
bership of nodes in adjacent snapshots. The authors in [8]
proposed FacetNet, which models community memberships
as a latent dimension in networks. FacetNet uses Kullback-
Leibler divergence to limit the changes of communities
in two adjacent snapshots. FacetNet needs the number of
communities as input at each time step. The authors in [7]
proposed Dynamic Stochastic Block Model (DSBM), which
is a dynamic extension of SBM [21]. DSBM detects non-
overlapping communities in networks with constant num-
ber of nodes and communities over time and also needs
the number of communities. The authors in [6] proposed
the AFFECT algorithm to discover a noise-free network
utilizing observed network and its history. After discovering
a noise-free network, static non-overlapping community
detection methods are used at each snapshot. The authors in
[22] proposed the SDP method which considers penalties for
node membership alteration to control difference between
discovered communities at two snapshots. SDP is incapable
of discovering the number of communities and has too
many parameters. DPLA+ [23] is a label-propagation based
method for detecting overlapping and non-overlapping
communities in dynamic networks, which the community
membership of each node is based on the membership of its
neighbors and their relative importance. A weighted mean
between the importance of a node in the previous snapshot
and the current snapshot is calculated to find consistent
communities over time. Label-propagation based methods
are usually sensitive to density of the network and the
number of iterations.
Most of the community detection methods in static or
dynamic networks need the number of communities to be
known a priori. Using non-parametric methods is a new
approach for estimating the number of communities in static
[24], [25] or dynamic networks [26]. Due to scalability issues
and large number of parameters, there is no prior work that
is able to find the number of communities and the soft
memberships (overlapping communities), simultaneously
in dynamic networks. In this paper, we have concentrated
on the overlapping community detection in dynamic net-
works without any prior knowledge about the number of
communities with polynomial complexity. The proposed
method is able to find the soft community memberships, the
number of communities, and also preserve the consistency
of communities over time.
3 BACKGROUND
In this paper, we use non-parametric models to find the
number of communities. In this section, we describe two
non-parametric models which have been used in our model.
Chinese Restaurant Process (CRP): Chinese restaurant pro-
cess is a non-parametric process for partitioning data into
an unknown number of non-overlapping groups. Consider
a Chinese restaurant with infinite number of tables. The
first customer enters and selects a table at random. The i-
th customer selects a table that has been chosen previously
with probability nki−1+α and a new table with probability
α
i−1+α , where nk is the number of customers around table k
and α is the hyper-parameter of model controlling the rate
at which a new table is added. In CRP, every table is a group
and every customer is an observation of data [27]. We can
see that a table with plenty of customers has more chance
to be chosen by later customers which is compatible with
rich-get-richer phenomena in social networks.
Recurrent Chinese Restaurant Process (RCRP): There are
many non-parametric approaches to model a system over
time [28], [29], one of the most popular methods is RCRP
[29]. RCRP is the timed extension of the CRP model. In
RCRP, each snapshot is a day. At the end of the day,
restaurant becomes empty and the popularity of tables are
analyzed. The main idea is that a popular table on a day
remains popular for the next day. At day t (t 6= 1), the i-th
customer can select table k which is used in the previous
day (t − 1) with a probability proportional to nk,t−1+n
(i)
k,t
Nt−1+i−1+α ,
where nk,t−1 is the number of customers using table k at
day t − 1, Nt−1 is the total number of customers at day
t − 1, and n(i)k,t is the number of customers using table k at
day t at the time of the arrival of customer i. If table k has
not been chosen before, n(i)k,t will be set to zero. Customer i,
can choose a new table that is not used in the previous day.
The probability of selecting a new table is αNt−1+i−1+α [29].
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For a thorough study of CRP and RCRP, we refer the readers
to [27], [29]. In the next section, we utilize CRP to propose
a static model based on link communities for overlapping
community detection. Then RCRP will be used to extend
the static model to dynamic networks.
4 GENERATIVE MODEL
As we mentioned before, our goal is to introduce a method
for detecting overlapping communities in a network that
evolves over time, considering the consistency of commu-
nities in the network snapshots. We first describe the static
version of our generative model, then we extend it to dy-
namic networks. It is worth noting that these steps are taken
for making the model simple to understand, and our aim
is to determine the overlapping communities in dynamic
networks.
4.1 Generative Model for Static Networks
In overlapping community detection problems with un-
known number of communities, while the number of com-
munities may vary, nodes can belong to multiple com-
munities with various degrees of memberships. These as-
sumptions make the space of possible solutions very large.
Previous methods, like IBP [30], have used Bayesian non-
parametric methods to simultaneously find the number of
communities, and soft memberships of nodes in commu-
nities [25]. However, because of complexity of the solution
space, such methods usually have exponential time com-
plexity. To solve this problem, we use link communities
and assume that in addition to the nodes of a network,
links can belong to communities, and link communities
are non-overlapping. By this assumption, we can find the
number of link communities and their members by simple
non-overlapping Bayesian non-parametric methods. Then,
by using the connected links to a node, the degree of
membership for every node can be determined. Therefore,
by utilizing this approach, while the space of possible
solutions is more confined than before, we can find the
number of communities and the soft memberships of nodes,
simultaneously. Our basic idea for static networks is to use
non-overlapping communities of links, and CRP as a prior
on link communities to find the number of communities
and the soft membership of nodes in communities simulta-
neously.
The link based communities have been used previously in
literature [20], and we use the same notation to describe the
model. Assume a network with N nodes and an unknown
number of communities. We define βr for each community,
which is a vector of size N and must satisfy the constraint
that
∑N
i=1 βir = 1. βir denotes the importance of node i
in community r. B denotes the set of all βrs. We assume
that each edge belongs to one community and as much
as two nodes are more important in community r, the
edge between them has higher probability to belong to the
community r. eij is a binary variable indicating the edge
between nodes i and j, and the variable gij denotes the
community membership of edge eij . We show the adjacency
matrix of graph with A, and the set of all gijs with G. Prior
distributions on variables of model are assigned as:
G ∼ CRP (α) (1)
α gij eij
βr
γ
N(N−1)
2
∞
1
Fig. 1. Graphical model for static network generation in BOCD from
latent parameters B and G with hyper-parameters α and γ.
βr ∼ Dir (γ) (2)
Knowing the group membership of edge and B, the proba-
bility of link generation is:
eij |(gij = r,B) ∼ Bernoulli (βirβjr) (3)
The graphical model for static network generation is de-
picted in Fig.1. Based on the proposed generative model,
the joint distribution over variables factorizes as Eq. 4,
p(G,B,A|α, γ) = p(A|B,G)p(G|α)p(B|γ) =
N∏
i=1
N∏
j=1
p(eij |gij , βgij )p(G|α)
K∏
i=1
p(βi|γ) (4)
where, K is the number of communities. Substituting 1, 2
and 3 in Eq. 4, enables us to compute the joint probability.
The edges of network are generated based on the value of
variables G and B and form the network.
As described in [31], in general real world networks have
dense overlapping areas, because nodes in overlapping ar-
eas are members of more than one community. Therefore,
the possibility of edge creation in overlapping areas is more
than non-overlapping areas. In our model, according to
Eq. 5, the two nodes with similar community memberships
have more chance to be connected. Therefore, the generated
networks will have dense overlapping areas. The proof is as
follow:
p(eij |β, α) =
K∑
r=1
p(eij , gij = r|β, α)
=
K∑
r=1
p(eij |gij = r, β, α)p(gij = r|α)
=
K∑
r=1
p(gij = r|α)βirβjr
(5)
From Eq. 5, it can be seen that as much as two nodes (i,j)
share more common communities, they have more chance to
be connected, which means that overlapping nodes (mem-
bers of more than one community), have more chance to
be connected and overlapping areas will be dense parts of
network.
For the inference section, for simplicity, only existing
edges are considered. Because our goal is to find important
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Fig. 2. Extended graphical model for dynamic network
nodes to determine communities, only nodes with high
importance (high β) should be found. According to our
model, an edge eij doesn’t form when two nodes i and j are
unimportant in a community, so discarding unformed edges
has no remarkable effect on the result [20]. The probability
of network given other parameters is changed as follow:
P (A|G,B, α, γ) =
N∏
i=1
∏
j∈Neigh(i)
βi,gijβj,gij (6)
where Neigh(i) is the set of neighbors of node i.
4.2 Extension to Dynamic Networks
In this part, we extend the generative model to dynamic net-
works. Consider a network at T different time-steps called
snapshot. Nodes and edges can be added or removed during
time periods. The variables at time t will be shown having
t as superscript, e.g. Gt, At and Bt. Dynamic methods are
offline or online. In offline approach, at every snapshot, all
past and future snapshots of the network are available, but
in online methods only access to previous time snapshots
is available. We chose online approach for our method,
because in real world, we don’t have knowledge about the
future and online approach is more appropriate for real
data.
To extend the static model, we use Recurrent Chinese
Restaurant Process (RCRP) instead of CRP with some mod-
ifications. In the typical RCRP model, the value of param-
eters of an existing table at time t depends on their value
at time t − 1, but in our model, we discard this limitation
to have a flexible model. We consider that memberships
are consistent over time and the degree of memberships
can vary in time snapshots, so we discard the dependency
between βs in snapshots and assume that only the com-
munity memberships in each time snapshot depend on the
community memberships in the previous time snapshot.
Moreover, we consider that all the history of communities
is summarized in the last snapshot. The proposed graphical
model for dynamic network is depicted in Fig. 2. According
to the graphical model, the joint probability of variables is
as follows:
p(G1:T , B1:T , A1:T , α, γ)
=
T∏
t=1
p(At|Bt, Gt)
T∏
t=2
p(Gt|Gt−1, α)p(G1|α)
T∏
t=1
p(Bt|γ)
(7)
5 INFERENCE AND ALGORITHM
In this section, we use inference methods to find the param-
eters of the generative model, described in Section. 4. We
divide this section into two subsection. In the first part, we
use Gibbs sampling method to find parameters of the model
in static network and then extend the solution for dynamic
networks and propose final algorithm which is our goal.
This division makes the method steps easier to understand.
5.1 Static Model Inference
Our model utilizes a posterior inference on G and B to
find the community memberships. Because the exact in-
ference in CRP-based models is intractable [32], we use
approximate inference methods. One category of methods
for approximating inference is the Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) methods. Gibbs sampling is one of the most
popular MCMC methods, which we will use to solve this
problem. In this approximation method, samples are drawn
from the conditional distribution of each variable given
current value of the other variables. In this section, we will
provide the sampling equations for variables G and B.
Sampling βr: The conditional distribution of βr given other
variables has a closed form and will be a Dirichlet distribu-
tion. We first calculate the conditional distribution of βir as
follows:
p(βir|G,A, β\βir , α, γ) ∝
N∏
j=1
β
eijI[gij=r]
ir β
γi−1
ir
= β
∑N
j=1 eijI[gij=r]
ir β
γ−1
ir
(8)
where I is the indicator function and β\βir means all
variables in β except βir. We define new variable Nir =∑N
j=1 eijI[gij = r], that shows the number of connected
edges to node i which belong to community r. Thus Eq. 8
can be rewritten as:
p(βir|G,A, β\βir , α, γ) ∝ βNir+γ−1ir (9)
And we can conclude that:
βr|(G,A, β\βr , α, γ) ∼ Dir(Nr + γ) (10)
Dirichlet distribution is a known distribution and it is easy
to generate samples from it.
SamplingG: For sampling from variable G, we estimate
conditional distribution of every gij for existing edges:
p(gij |G\gij , A,B, α, γ) ∝
K∑
r=1
nrp(eij |βr)I [gij = r]
+αp(eij |G0)I [gij = K + 1]
(11)
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where, nr is the size of community r and G0 is the base dis-
tribution in CRP. In this case, G0 is a Dirichlet distribution
with hyper-parameter γ. For sampling from distribution of
Eq. 11, we need to compute the second term of it:
p(eij |G0)I[gij=K+1] =
∫
βK+1
p(eij |βK+1)p(βK+1|γ)
=
∫
βK+1
βi(K+1)βj(K+1)
1
C(γ)
N∏
l=1
βγl−1l(K+1)
=
C(γnew)
C(γK+1)
∫
βK+1
Dir(γnew) =
C(γnew)
C(γ)
(12)
γnew = [γnew(1), . . . , γnew(N)] (13)
γnew(l) =
 γ(l) l 6= i, jγ(l) + 1 l = i, j (14)
So Eq. 11 can be rewritten as below:
p(gij = k|G\gij , A,B, α, γ) ∝

nkβikβjk existing group
αC(γnew)C(γ) new group
(15)
γnew(l) =
 γ(l) l 6= i, jγ(l) + 1 l = i, j (16)
where, C(γ) is the normalization constant of Dirichlet dis-
tribution. Sampling from Eq. 15 can be easily achieved by
using a random number generators.
Determining communities from samples: After S repeti-
tion of sample generation from Eq. 10 and Eq. 15, we have
S samples of variables B and G. To infer the community
memberships of nodes, in each round of sampling process,
we define the variable ur = nrM βr (M is the number of
edges) and then for each node i, we divide the membership
degree of node i in community s (uis) to the maximum value
of membership degree of node i in all communities. If the
result is more than a threshold θ, node i will be assigned to
community s. This helps us to avoid insignificant communi-
ties, and be able to detect overlapping and non-overlapping
communities. Now for each round of sampling, the network
is divided into a set of communities. To choose the best
community structure among samples, we use overlapping
modularity and select the sample with maximum modular-
ity [9], [33].
5.2 Dynamic Model Inference
Because of independence assumption between Bt and Bt−1
in the model, inference on variable B in the dynamic model
remains unchanged and is the same as static model (Eq. 10),
but the rest is changed as follows.
Inference on Gt: Inference on variable Gt at time (t = 1) is
as Eq. 15, and for time (t 6= 1) is as follows:
p(gtij = k|Gt\gtij , A
t, Bt, α, γ) ∝
(n
(ij)
k,t + nk,t−1)β
t
ikβ
t
jkI
[
k ∈ Gt−1]
+ (n
(ij)
k,t )β
t
ikβ
t
jkI
[
k ∈ Gt and k /∈ Gt−1]
+ α
C(γnew)
C(γ)
I
[
(k /∈ Gt−1 and k /∈ Gt] (17)
where, I is the indicator function and C(γ) is the normal-
ization constant of Dirichlet distribution.
Initialization and Algorithm: We initialize variables in G
randomly for the first time snapshot (t = 1). At a time
(t 6= 1), for initialization, existing edges are assigned to the
same group as the previous time snapshot and new ones are
assigned randomly. This helps us to find consistent groups
in a few number of sampling rounds. Moreover, to have
faster convergence, we initialize parameters β to maximize
the likelihood of the network. The likelihood of network is
as follow:
LL = P (At|Gt, βt, α, γ) =
N∏
i=1
∏
j∈Neigh(i)
p(etij |gtij , βtgtij )
=
N∏
i=1
∏
j∈Neigh(i)
βti,gtij
βtj,gtij
(18)
where Neigh(i) is the set of neighbors of node i. To maxi-
mize Eq. 18, we can write lagrange form of log(LL) with the
constraint
∑N
i=1 βir = 1:
L =
N∑
i=1
K∑
r=1
N tirlog(β
t
ir) +
K∑
r=1
Cr(
N∑
i=1
βtir − 1) (19)
where Cr is lagrange multiplier and N tir =
∑Nt
j=1 e
t
ijI[g
t
ij =
r]. If we differentiate L with respect to βir and set it to zero,
we will have βtir =
Ntir∑Nt
i=1N
t
ir
. The pseudo code of DBOCD is
presented in Alg. 3.
Time Complexity: The complexity of generating a Dirichlet
vector of dimension N is O(N). Hence, sampling gijs and
βrs in each round of sampling, has a time complexity
O(M + NK), where M is the number of edges, N is the
number of nodes and K is the number of communities. The
total number of sampling rounds is a constant and can be
ignored. Therefore, the time complexity of our model for
each snapshot of the network is O(M + NKmax), where
Kmax is the maximum number of communities over sam-
pling rounds.
6 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we first describe the way we select the best
value for hyper-parameters, then we describe our synthetic
and real datasets, and finally, the results of DBOCD on
synthetic and real datasets are provided. Since the main goal
of this paper is introducing a dynamic method for commu-
nity detection for dynamic networks, we don’t provide the
results of comparing BOCD (the static proposed method)
with other static works.
6.1 Hyper-parameter Selection
In the proposed method, γ and α are hyper-parameters.
γ is a vector of size N which is the hyper-parameter of
prior Dirichlet distribution on the importance of nodes in
communities. Since there is no prior information about the
network communities, we set all the entries in vector γ to
an identical value. In Dirichlet distribution, if we set all the
entries of the hyper-parameter γ to a value greater than one,
a sample vector with equal values will have more chance to
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Fig. 4. Dirichlet distribution over 3-event probability simplex with different hyperparameters
Fig. 3. DBOCD Algorithm for detecting communities over time
Require: Set of Adjacency matrices over T snapshot(s), The
membership threshold for node assignment in a group
(θ)
Ensure: Founded Communities in Each Snapshot
1: for t=1 to T do
2: if t=1 then
3: Initialize G1 randomly
4: Initialize β1ir =
N1ir∑N
i=1N
1
ir
5: for n=1 to number of needed samples do
6: Sample each g1ij from 15
7: Sample each β1r from 10
8: u1r =
n1r
M1 β
1
r
9: for each node i do
10: r = argmaxs{u1is, s = 1, . . . ,K1}
11: Assign node i with u
1
is
u1ir
more than θ to commu-
nity s
12: end for
13: end for
14: else
15: Initialize community membership of existing edges
with founded communities at (t-1) and new ones
randomly (Initializing Gt)
16: Initialize βtir =
Ntir∑N
i=1N
t
ir
17: for n=1 to number of needed samples do
18: Sample each gtij from 17
19: Sample each βtr from 10
20: utr =
ntr
Mt β
t
r
21: for each node i do
22: r = argmaxs{utis, s = 1, . . . ,Kt}
23: Assign node i with u
t
is
utir
more than θ to commu-
nity s
24: end for
25: end for
26: end if
27: Select best sample with maximum modularity
28: end for
be generated. If we set all entries to one, the probability of
all possible outcomes will be equal, and finally if the entries
are set to a value less than one, the generated sample vector
more probably will have a few large elements. This is shown
in Fig. 4 that illustrates dirichlet distribution over 3-event
probability simplex.
We assume that there are a few important persons in
each community in real world (e.g. admin, manager), and
set all elements of γ to 0.1. Therefore, it is more probable that
TABLE 1
COMMON SETTING OF ALL SYNTHETIC DATASETS
N Avg Deg Max Deg On Om µ T
1000 40 60 40 4 0.3 10
the generated βr be a vector with a few important nodes in
community r.
The probability of selecting a new community in our
method is proportional to hyper-parameter α. To select the
best value for hyper-parameter α, we ran DBOCD with
different values of α on a synthetic dataset generated by a
dynamic benchmark proposed in [34] .Greene’s benchmark
is a dynamic extension of the static LFR benchmark [35] and
models different types of evolutions of communities over
time. In this benchmark, at each snapshot, community mem-
berships are assigned to nodes and then the network is con-
structed based on the setting of dataset, so the consistency
of networks is preserved over time. We have generated
3 dynamic networks. Concurrent birth-death, expansion-
contraction and merging-splitting of communities over time
snapshots are modeled in 3 different datasets. Common
setting of datasets is reported in Table 1. In the table, N is
the number of nodes, (on) shows the number of overlapping
nodes, (om) shows the number of communities that every
overlapping node belong to, µ shows the mixing parameter
that control the community structure of network and T is
the number of snapshots. In all datasets, 10% of nodes
change their community memberships randomly relative
to the previous snapshot. Because we have ground-truth
of memberships, Normalized Mutual Information (NMI)
[36] is used as a measure for comparing true communities
with the ones extracted by DBOCD. NMI is a number
between 0 and 1 that evaluates similarity between two
sets of communities, and has its maximum value when the
similarity is maximum. In the first snapshot, 100 samples
are produced and in the other snapshots 50 samples are
generated by DBOCD. The results of experiments are shown
in Fig. 5. As illustrated, the effect of the hyper-parameter α
is small in every snapshot (the values differ by less than
0.1). Since in the first snapshot, we initialize the number of
communities with N5 , the value of α is not critical, and the
number of communities decreases in the generation process.
In the other snapshots, because of considering the previous
snapshot and stability of communities over time, the effect
of parameter α is negligible. In the proposed method, we
choose α = 0.1 as the default value, because for this value
the results are more stable than the other cases.
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Fig. 5. Results of different values of α on evolving datasets
(a) Birth-Death (b) Expansion-Contraction (c) Merging-Splitting
Fig. 6. Results of methods on different types of synthetic data
6.2 Experiments Settings
We chose FacetNet [8], DSBM [7] and AFFECT [6] as com-
petitors to compare the proposed method with them. DSBM
and AFFECT cannot detect overlapping communities, but
FacetNet can detect overlapping ones. The threshold for
extracting communities from soft memberships is set to 0.7.
In FacetNet, parameter α is set to 0.1 which produced the
best results. To do inference in DBOCD, 100 samples are
generated for the first snapshot and 50 samples for other
snapshots. A ”DBOCD-With Modularity” label, shows the
sample which has maximum modularity. A ”DBOCD-Best
Sample” label, shows the sample with maximum NMI. In
DSBM, we set all the parameters to default values. For
the AFFECT algorithm, we ran all 3 clustering methods
that proposed in the original paper and selected the one
with the maximum average NMI over time. FacetNet needs
the number of communities, we initialize it with the true
number. DSBM has the assumption that the number of
communities remains unchanged over time. We initialize it
with the true number of communities in the first snapshot.
In the AFFECT method, the number of communities is
extracted with silhouettes width [37]. Since all the methods
are probabilistic ones, we ran each method 5 times and
report the average results.
6.3 Synthetic Results
We generated the synthetic data by using a dynamic bench-
mark proposed in [34]. The benchmark is introduced in
TABLE 2
COMMON SETTING OF ALL SYNTHETIC DATASETS
N Avg Deg Max Deg On Om µ T
500 30 50 20 3 0.2 9
Section 6.1. We generated 3 dynamic networks with dif-
ferent types of community evolution over time. The gen-
erated datasets model concurrent birth-death, expansion-
contraction and merging-splitting of communities over time
snapshots. Common setting of all datasets is reported in Ta-
ble 2. In all datasets, 10% of nodes change their community
memberships randomly. Generated datasets are different in
types of evolution and the number of evolving communities.
Since the generated data has ground truth communities,
the NMI measure is used to compare the performance of
different algorithms.
The NMI results are illustrated in Fig. 6. As we can
see, DBOCD outperforms other methods and has stable
results over time. We can also see that the modularity is
a good measure to select the best sample and the results of
the sample with maximum modularity is very close to the
results for the sample with maximum NMI. Both AFFECT
and DSBM have lower accuracy, because they cannot detect
overlapping areas. FacetNet also has acceptable and stable
performance, but, in merging-splitting, FacetNet has de-
scending NMI over time. The unstable results on merging-
splitting is because of more changes in communities in
merge-split dataset and FacetNet is not able to handle it.
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Fig. 7. Comparison between number of communities detected by DBOCD and AFFECT
We also compared the number of communities which
is extracted by DBOCD and AFFECT algorithms on birth,
death, concurrent birth-death, split, merge and concurrent
merge-split datasets. In the birth process, members of new
community are chosen randomly from all other communi-
ties, but in the split process a specific community is chosen
randomly and split to two smaller communities. In the
death process a community is destroyed and its members
are distributed among other groups, but in the merge pro-
cess two communities are chosen randomly and are joined
together. In the birth-death and the merge-split, creation
and ruin occur simultaneously, therefore the number of
communities remains unchanged. Results are shown in Fig.
7. It can be seen that DBOCD can capture the exact changes
in number of communities in birth, death and birth-death.
The process of alteration in the number of communities
in merge, split and merge-split. AFFECT cannot even find
the gradient of changes in the number of communities in
both cases. In split process, a small community is created,
and in merge process a large community is formed. In
both processes, the change in network is abruptive. This
is the cause that DBOCD cannot find the exact number of
communities.
6.4 Real Dataset Results
We also examined DBOCD on two real datasets, NEC blog
and DBLP paper co-authorship datasets. Both datasets are
considered unweighted and undirected. NEC blog dataset
is composed of 404 blogs and 148,681 links among them
during 15 months. Because of abrupt diminishing in the
numbers of links after the 10th month, nodes and links
in period 10’th to 15’th months are aggregated into the
9th time step. DBLP dataset includes information about co-
authorships in 28 conferences over 10 years (1997-2006).
Nodes and edges evolution of both real datasets has been
shown in Fig. 8
(a) NEC Nodes (b) NEC Edges
(c) DBLP Nodes (d) DBLP Edges
Fig. 8. Evolution of real datasets
The number of nodes and edges in NEC blog decrease
over time, while in DBLP increase. Since there is no ground
truth communities in real data, we use overlapping modu-
larity [9], [33] for comparisons. The same as experiments
on synthetic data, we compare DBOCD with FacetNet,
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AFFECT and DSBM. The parameters of methods have been
set as before. Because we don’t know the true number of
communities, we test all the numbers in the range [1-20]
and select the value that has maximum value of average
modularity over time for the methods which need the
number of communities to be known.
The results on real datasets are illustrated in Fig. 9 and
Fig. 10. Although NEC blog is decreasing in the number
Fig. 9. Results on NEC dataset
Fig. 10. Results on DBLP dataset
of nodes and edges and DBLP is increasing, DBOCD has
stable results on both of them, but other methods have many
changes over time. Only in some snapshots of NEC blog,
FacetNet has better results than DBOCD. In both datasets
DBOCD has lower slope through time which can be in-
terpreted that DBOCD detects consistent communities over
time. Remarkable point is that DSBM as a non-overlapping
detector has better results than FacetNet on DBLP dataset. It
can be interpreted that DBLP is a non-overlapping dataset,
and since DBOCD has the maximum modularity, it means
DBOCD can detect both overlapping and non-overlapping
communities with good performance.
7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a Dynamic Bayesian genera-
tive model to generate dynamic networks with overlap-
ping community structure. The model was named Bayesian
Overlapping Community Detector (DBOCD). Because of
using Recurrent Chinese Restaurant Process and link com-
munities in each snapshot, the communities are detected in
polynomial time complexity without any prior knowledge
about the number of communities and also the stability of
determined communities over time is preserved. DBOCD
can find the soft memberships of nodes in communities in
discrete time snapshots of network and handle the addition
and deletion of nodes, edges and communities. The exper-
imental results on the synthetic and real data showed that
DBOCD can outperform other recent popular methods in
different types of community evolution.
In future work, we plan to apply the variational infer-
ence methods to infer the parameters of our model. This
may also help to make the proposed method faster.
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